Tumor suppressor ING4 inhibits estrogen receptor activity in breast cancer cells
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Abstract: Resistance to antiestrogen therapy remains a significant problem in breast cancer. Low expression of inhibitor of growth 4 (ING4) in primary tumors has been correlated with increased rates of recurrence in estrogen receptor-positive (ER+) breast cancer patients, suggesting a role for ING4 in ER signaling. This study provides evidence that ING4 inhibits ER activity. ING4 overexpression increased the sensitivity of T47D and MCF7 ER+ breast cancer cells to hormone deprivation. ING4 attenuated maximal estrogen-dependent cell growth without affecting the dose–response of estrogen. These results indicated that ING4 functions as a noncompetitive inhibitor of estrogen signaling and may inhibit estrogen-independent ER activity. Supportive of this, treatment with fulvestrant but not tamoxifen rendered T47D cells sensitive to hormone deprivation as did ING4 overexpression. ING4 did not affect nuclear ERα protein expression, but repressed selective ER-target gene transcription. Taken together, these results demonstrated that ING4 inhibited estrogen-independent ER activity, suggesting that ING4-low breast tumors recur faster due to estrogen-independent ER activity that renders tamoxifen less effective. This study puts forth fulvestrant as a proposed therapy choice for patients with ING4-low ER+ breast tumors.
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Introduction

Estrogen receptor (ER) signaling plays a pivotal role in breast cancer and has far-reaching therapeutic implications as >70% of breast tumors express ER.¹ ER is best characterized as a transcription regulator activated by its ligand estrogen binding, which in turn binds directly or indirectly to DNA in the genome and modulates gene expression involved in normal cell function and tumor progression.²,³ Limiting estrogen binding to ER has been a successful strategy to treat ER-positive (ER+) breast cancer, specifically in an adjuvant setting for the prevention of tumor recurrence. Selective ER modulators (SERMs; eg, tamoxifen) that compete with estrogen for binding to ER have proven effective in reducing tumor recurrence and mortality in ER+ breast cancer patients by 50% and 30%, respectively.⁴ Newer generation antiestrogen agents, aromatase inhibitors (AIs; eg, anastrozole) that inhibit estrogen production in peripheral tissue, have demonstrated increased efficacy in reducing tumor recurrence in postmenopausal ER+ breast cancer patients.⁵ These study outcomes have warranted antiestrogen agents as the staple therapy in ER+ breast cancer treatment. However, it has long been recognized that 2%–5% of patients relapse each year even during therapy, indicating that a significant portion of breast tumors have intrinsic resistance to antiestrogen therapy.⁶
The mechanisms of antiestrogen therapy resistance have been extensively investigated using cell models subjected to long-term hormone deprivation or tamoxifen treatment. One of the converging mechanisms from these studies is aberrant growth factor (GF) signaling involving receptor kinases such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), ERBB2/HER2, insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGF1R), and fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1), and their downstream molecules such as PI3K/AKT, MAPK, and MYC.6–12 GF signaling not only promotes tumor cell proliferation and survival but also directly activates ER through phosphorylation.6 GF-activated ERα was shown to bind to the genomic regions distinct from estrogen-induced ERα binding sites and induces gene expression related to endocrine therapy resistance.13 Supportive of the notion that GF signaling plays a significant role in aggressive breast cancer and/or therapy resistance, breast tumor samples from patients who do not benefit from therapy often harbor mutations or activation signatures related to the GF signaling pathways.14 Not only does GF signaling activate ER, but a subset of estrogen-bound ER localized in the cytoplasm has also been shown to activate GF signaling by directly associating with GF receptors or with GF signaling components, underscoring the bidirectional crosstalk between ER and GF signaling in breast cancer.6 However, combination therapy using antiestrogen and GF pathway-targeting agents has not been successful in improving breast cancer outcome in clinical trials, presenting challenges to the strategies to counter GF signaling-related endocrine therapy resistance in breast cancer.6 The fact that GF signaling pathway mutations have been found in tumors resistant to cancer therapeutics not related to antiestrogen agents may suggest that GF signaling may provide therapy resistance in general by providing tumor cell growth and survival advantage, rather than conferring resistance specific to antiestrogen therapy.18

The more direct mechanism of antiestrogen therapy resistance is mutation of the ER encoding gene, ESR1, found in 20%–50% of recurrent tumors in patients treated with adjuvant SERM and/or AI therapy.19,20 These mutations result in an ER protein conformation that mimics the estrogen-bound state of ER, negating the requirement for estrogen and rendering antiestrogen agents ineffective.21 However, the ESR1 mutations are found at very low frequencies in primary tumors, suggesting that these mutations are likely to represent acquired resistance under selective pressure of antiestrogen therapy.21,22 Thus, the ESR1 mutation status has limited utility as a diagnostic marker and/or therapy target for the antiestrogen therapy resistance that plagues patients during the initial stages of breast cancer treatment.

Several gene expression signatures associated with poor prognosis related to tamoxifen or AI resistance have emerged, some of which are clinically available as prognostic tests.14 However, the variability between the gene signatures may attest to the heterogeneity of intrinsic antiestrogen resistance and/or the diversity of technical and computational platforms used in deriving each gene signature. Clinical utility of the gene signatures to predict resistance to antiestrogen therapy awaits reports from ongoing trials.14 As such, a need to better understand genetic factors that determine intrinsic antiestrogen therapy resistance still remains.

Inhibitor of growth 4 (ING4) is a member of the ING tumor suppressor family (ING1–5) that regulates histone modification and gene transcription.23 It has been shown that the ING4 gene is deleted in 16% or downregulated in 34% of breast tumors.24,25 Low expression of ING4 was correlated with advanced tumor features and lymph node positivity, suggesting that downregulation of ING4 may contribute to breast cancer progression.25 More clinically relevant, patients with ING4-low expressing primary tumors relapsed at a faster rate. In particular, ING4-low expression was associated with more than three times the recurrence rate in a cohort of ER+ breast cancer patients who were treated with adjuvant tamoxifen.25 These results raised a question whether ING4 played a role in ER signaling and/or tamoxifen response. This study investigated a functional relationship between ING4 and ER in breast cancer cells. The results demonstrate that ING4 inhibits ligand-independent ER activity in the nucleus that allows growth of ER+ breast cancer cells in the absence of estrogen. These results suggest that ING4-low tumors contain unregulated ligand-independent ER activity, which renders tamoxifen less effective in patients. This study proposes downregulation of ING4 as a mechanism of intrinsic antiestrogen therapy resistance in ER+ breast cancer.

Materials and methods
Cell culture and reagents
T47D and MCF7 cells that express the retroviral vector pMIG or the pMIG-based ING4 overexpression construct have been previously described.25,26 T47D and MCF7 cells were grown in the Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) and Minimum Essential Medium with Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution (MEM/EBSS) media (Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA), respectively, containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone) and 10 μg/mL human insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). For hormone deprivation, cells were grown in respective phenol red free media (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) containing 10% charcoal-stripped FBS (Hyclone). The reagents 17β-estradiol (E2, Sigma) and
ICI182,780 (Sigma) were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and 4-hydroxy tamoxifen (OHT, Sigma) was dissolved in 100% ethanol.

**In vitro cell proliferation assay**

Cells were plated at a density of 2,000 cells per well in 96-well plates in triplicate wells. Cells were grown in various media conditions for 7–14 days. Cells were fixed with 10% trichloroacetic acid followed by sulfonhodamine B (SRB) colorimetric assay to measure relative cell numbers as described previously. Cell growth assays were repeated in three or more independent experiments.

**Western blot analysis**

Cell lysates were fractionated by lysing cells in a hypotonic buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8, 10 mM NaCl, 0.2% Nonidet P-40) on ice for 5 min, followed by centrifugation at 1,800 g for 5 min to collect nuclei and cytoplasm. Nuclei were lysed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer followed by sonication. Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were analyzed by Western blot using antibodies against ERα (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA), ING4 (EMD Millipore, Temecula, CA, USA), histone H3 (Cell Signaling), and tubulin (Cell Signaling), and phospho-extra cellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) (Cell Signaling) at 1:1,000 dilution.

**Luciferase assay**

The luciferase reporter plasmid, 3xERE-TATA-luc, was purchased from Addgene (Cambridge, MA, USA). T47D- pMIG or T47D-ING4 cells were co-transfected with the linearized luciferase reporter plasmid and a neomycin resistance gene containing plasmid, pLNCx (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) using Effectene (Qiagen Valencia, CA, USA) and were selected in the media containing 400 mg/mL Geneticin (Gibco, Billings, MT, USA). Cells plated at 50% confluence in a 24-well dish were hormone-deprived in the media containing 10% of charcoal-stripped serum for 48 h and with or without 100 nM E2 for additional 24 h. Luciferase activity in 30 µL of cell lysates was measured using a Steady-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA) and Victor3 luminometer (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences Products, Boston, MA, USA). Total protein concentration in cell lysates was measured using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Luciferase activity was calculated as relative light units per microgram of protein and normalized to the luc2 gene copy number integrated into the genome as described previously.

**Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRTPCR)**

Total RNA was isolated from 5×10^5 cells using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). Complementary DNA was synthesized from 2–5 µg of total RNA using the Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix kit with oligo dT primers (Invitrogen). Quantitative PCR was performed using Taqman Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) with FAM-labeled probes for PDZK1, TFF1, ESR1, PGR, and MYC, and VIC-labeled probe for GAPDH. Reactions were run using the Applied Biosystems 7900HT (Applied Biosystems) or StudioQuant 6 Real-Time PCR instrument (Life Technology, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Data were analyzed by the ∆∆Ct method, normalized to GAPDH.

**Statistical analysis**

Unpaired 2-tailed Student’s t-test was used to determine the statistical significance between two experimental number sets. Estrogen dose–response curve and half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) values were generated by nonlinear regression analysis with variable slope using GraphPad Prism software version v6.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Extra sum of squares F-test was used to determine a statistical significance of the differences between the two curves.

**Results**

**ING4 overexpression increases sensitivity of ER+ breast cancer cells to hormone deprivation and to tamoxifen treatment**

To assess the effects of ING4 on estrogen signaling, ING4 was overexpressed in two ER+ breast cancer cell lines, T47D and MCF7, using the retroviral vector pMIG as described previously. The growth between the vector (pMIG) and ING4 overexpressing cells was compared in the media containing full serum (FS) or in the hormone-deprived media containing charcoal-stripped serum (CSS) with or without E2. The ability of OHT blocking E2-dependent cell growth was also assessed in the same assay. The results showed that ING4 cells grew with a comparable rate to pMIG cells in FS, as has been reported previously, and ING4 cells increased cell numbers by 200%–300% in 7 days (Figure 1A and B). In CSS, pMIG cells grew by ≤50% in 7 days (Figure 1A and B), demonstrating that both T47D and MCF7 cells were sensitive to hormone deprivation but capable of growing in the absence of hormones albeit with a 4- to 6-fold reduced rate. In comparison, ING4 overexpressing T47D cells did not increase in cell numbers in CSS (Figure 1A).
Moreover, MCF7 cells overexpressing ING4 showed not only no growth but also cell death by 50% (Figure 1B). These results indicated that ING4 overexpression resulted in increased sensitivity to hormone deprivation and/or suppressed hormone-independent growth of T47D and MCF7 ER+ breast cancer cells.

In the presence of E2 in CSS, pMIG cells grew with a rate comparable to the cells in FS, indicating that estrogen alone could reconstitute growth signaling in the absence of other hormones (Figure 1A and B). In contrast, ING4 cells had reduced rates of cell growth in the presence of E2 compared to pMIG cells, indicating that ING4 overexpression attenuated estrogen signaling for the growth of T47D and MCF7 cells (p<0.002 by Student’s t-test; Figure 1A and B). Consistent with these findings, ING4 overexpressing cells were more sensitive to OHT compared to pMIG cells (Figure 1A and B). At 1 μM concentration of OHT, the cell growths were identical to the ones in CSS for pMIG or ING4 cells, indicating that 10 nM of E2 was effectively blocked by 1 μM OHT (Figure 1A and B). These results indicated that ING4 increased the sensitivity of T47D and MCF7 ER+ breast cancer cells.

ING4 attenuates estrogen signaling for cell growth without affecting estrogen dose–response

In order to determine whether growth retardation of ING4 cells in E2 was due to altered estrogen response, T47D cell growth rates were compared between pMIG and ING4 cells.
over a 14-day time period in the presence or absence of E2. The results showed that ING4 cells grew at a similar rate as pMIG cells in FS, whereas ING4 cells grew at a 2–3 times reduced rate in E2 compared to pMIG cells (2.7× slower rate shown in Figure 2A). These results suggested that ING4 may have suppressed E2 signaling for cell growth, potentially requiring higher dose of E2 to achieve optimal growth signaling. EC50 analysis was carried out to determine whether ING4 cells required a higher dosage of estrogen for growth comparable to pMIG cells. The results showed that the EC50 for estrogen in pMIG cells was 15 pM while it was 32.9 pM for ING4 cells (Figure 2B). The difference between the two EC50 values was not statistically significant, indicating that the estrogen dose–response was comparable between pMIG and ING4 cells. However, the difference between the two dose–response curves was statistically significant (p < 0.0001 by extra sum of squares F-test; Figure 2B), indicating that ING4 attenuated the overall E2-mediated cell growth without affecting estrogen dose–response. These results suggested that ING4 functions as a noncompetitive inhibitor of estrogen signaling, potentially by reducing ER protein levels and/or by inhibiting estrogen-independent ER activity.

**ING4 does not affect nuclear ERα protein expression**

To determine whether ING4 overexpression resulted in reduction of the ERα protein, Western blot analysis was used. T47D or MCF7 cells expressing pMIG or ING4 were incubated in FS, CSS, CSS+E2, or CSS+E2+OHT, for 24 h. Cells were also treated with fulvestrant ICI182,780 (ICI) in CSS+E2 media for 24 h. Cell lysates were fractionated to nuclear and cytosolic portions and blotted for ERα. The results showed that the amounts of the ERα protein in the nuclear fraction were virtually identical between pMIG and ING4 cells (Figure 3A). ERα protein levels in the nuclear fraction decreased when cells were deprived of hormones (CSS), while they increased in the presence of E2, reflecting that ING4 did not influence nuclear localization of ERα upon E2 binding. OHT increased nuclear accumulation of ERα, whereas ICI treatment reduced amounts of the ERα protein via enhanced degradation as described previously.28 These results demonstrated that ING4 did not reduce nuclear ERα protein levels or nuclear localization of ligand-bound ERα, suggesting that ING4 may inhibit the ER activity instead.

It is notable that the ERα protein levels in the cytosolic fractions were reduced by ~2-fold in T47D cells overexpressing ING4, which was also reflected in the total lysate (Figure 3A). However, E2-induced phosphorylated ERK was comparable between pMIG and ING4 cells, indicating that the non-genomic function of ER involving the MAPK signaling pathway in the cytosol was not compromised (Figure 3A). In addition, MCF7 cells overexpressing ING4 showed comparable amounts of the ERα protein in the cytosolic and nuclear fractions to the pMIG control cells (Figure 3A, bottom panel). Thus, it is unlikely that ING4 regulates ERα protein expression, and that the reduction in cytoplasmic ERα contributes to the increased sensitivity of T47D-ING4 cells to hormone deprivation.

**Figure 3** ING4 inhibits ERα transcription activity without affecting ERα protein expression.

Notes: (A) Amounts of nuclear ERα protein were comparable between the pMIG vector and ING4 expressing T47D or MCF7 cells. Cells were treated for 24 h with FS, CSS, CSS+E2, or CSS+E2+I182,780. Total lysate, cytosolic, and nuclear fractions were analyzed by Western blot with antibodies against ING4, ERα, or phospho-ERK. Antibodies against histone H3 (nuclear) and α-tubulin (cytosolic) were used for loading control. (B) ING4 inhibits the expression of an ER-target gene, PDZK1. PDZK1 mRNA levels in the cells treated with the same assay conditions in (A) were quantified by qRT-PCR normalized to GAPDH as sample control. Relative expression was normalized to pMIG (F5) samples. “-“ represents no OHT or ICI added.

**Abbreviations:** ING4, inhibitor of growth 4; CSS, charcoal stripped serum; FS, full serum; E2, 17β-estradiol; OHT, 4-hydroxy tamoxifen; ICI, ICI182,780; ER, estrogen receptor; qRT-PCR, quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase.
ING4 represses an ER-target gene, PDZK1

As the Western blot results showed that the amounts of nuclear ERα protein were comparable between pMIG and ING4 cells, ER-mediated transcription was investigated next, by measuring mRNA expression of one of the ER-target genes, PDZK1, in T47D cells incubated in the same media conditions of the Western blot samples in Figure 3A, using quantitative qRTPCR assays. The results showed that in pMIG cells, PDZK1 expression increased by 12-fold and 24-fold in FS and E2, respectively, compared to the cells in CSS (Figure 3B; open bars). Unexpectedly, E2-induced PDZK1 expression was not inhibited by OHT, but was completely inhibited by ICI (Figure 3B). These results suggested that PDZK1 expression may largely be mediated by E2-independent ER.

In ING4 cells, PDZK1 expression was increased by 10-fold and 17-fold in FS and E2, respectively, compared to the cells in CSS (Figure 3B; solid bars), indicating that ING4 did not affect E2-induced expression of PDZK1. As was in pMIG cells, E2-induced expression of PDZK1 was inhibited by ICI but not by OHT in ING4 cells, consistent with E2-independent ER-mediated expression of PDZK1. It was apparent however, that PDZK1 expression levels were reduced in ING4 cells in all media conditions by 4- to 5-fold, compared to the ones in pMIG cells (Figure 3B). These results indicated that ING4 repressed “basal level” expression of PDZK1, potentially by inhibiting genomic action of E2-independent ER.

Fulvestrant, not tamoxifen, inhibits the basal PDZK1 expression

Next was tested whether PDZK1 expression in pMIG cells could be reduced to the level in ING4 cells by inhibiting ER.

pMIG cells were treated in FS, CSS, or CSS+E2, and PDZK1 expression was compared in the presence or absence of tamoxifen (OHT) or fulvestrant (ICI), compared to the PDZK1 expression in ING4 cells. The results showed that OHT did not, but ICI did reduce PDZK1 expression in FS and E2, suggesting that PDZK1 expression was E2-independent but ER-dependent (Figure 4A). In FS, ING4 reduced the expression level of PDZK1 comparable to ICI-treated pMIG cells, indicating that ING4 too inhibited E2-independent ER activity (Figure 4A). In E2, ING4 reduced PDZK1 expression but to a lesser degree compared to ICI-treated pMIG cells, suggesting that E2 may override ING4-mediated PDZK1 repression (Figure 4A). In CSS, ICI treatment did not further reduce PDZK1 expression, suggesting that the “basal level” expression of PDZK1 may be ER-independent. In contrast, ING4 reduced PDZK1 expression in CSS, suggesting that ING4 may additionally inhibit ER-independent expression of PDZK1 (see “Discussion”). It is notable that OHT increased PDZK1 expression in CSS, indicating an agonist effect of OHT in the absence of E2 (Figure 4A). Collectively, these results demonstrated that while OHT did not, both ICI and ING4 decreased PDZK1 expression, indicating that ING4 inhibited E2-independent ER.

Fulvestrant, but not tamoxifen, inhibits hormone-independent cell growth of T47D cells

As ING4 inhibited E2-independent ER activity that mediated PDZK1 expression, it was investigated whether ING4 inhibition of E2-independent cell growth was ER-dependent. pMIG cell growth in CSS in the presence of OHT or ICI was
ING4 inhibits the expression of estrogen responsive element (ERE)-mediated reporter luciferase gene

Next was investigated whether ING4 regulation of ER-target genes involved the ERE sequence, a canonical ER binding site. The pGL2-ERE plasmid containing a luciferase reporter gene with ERE in the promoter region was used to establish T47D-pMIG or T47D-ING4 cell lines stably transfected the reporter construct. Luciferase assay was carried out using cell lysates harvested after incubating cells in CSS for 2 days and additional 24 h with or without E2. The results showed that ING4 cells contained at least 100-fold less luciferase activity in CSS (Figure 5A) compared to pMIG cells, indicating that ING4 repressed basal expression of the luciferase reporter gene. E2 treatment induced luciferase activity by 5-fold in pMIG cells but failed to induce it in ING4 cells, indicating that ING4 inhibited E2-induced expression of the reporter gene (Figure 5A). Thus, it was concluded that ING4 inhibited both basal and E2-induced expression of the luciferase reporter gene facilitated by the ERE sequence.

It was notable that transient transfection of the reporter construct did not yield any discernable or reproducible differences in the basal or E2-induced luciferase expression between pMIG and ING4 cells (data not shown). These results indicated that the action of ING4 on transcription modulation required the reporter gene integration in the genome as has been reported previously, consistent with the proposed mechanism of ING4 as a chromatin remodeler.25

ING4 represses selective ER-target gene expression

ING4 regulation of four endogenous ER-target gene expression was next investigated: PDZK1, TFF1, MYC, and PGR. The first two genes, PDZK1 and TFF1, have been shown to contain a canonical ERE in their promoter regions while the latter two, MYC and PGR, have a putative ERE half site.29–32 The results showed that PDZK1 or TFF1 mRNA levels were 10-fold less in ING4 cells in all media conditions compared to pMIG cells (Figure 5B). In contrast, ING4 did not affect MYC or PGR expression (Figure 5B). E2-induced fold expression of all four genes was not or nominally affected by ING4 (Figure 5B). E2-induced expression of MYC seemed to be reduced in ING4 cells at a 72-h time point (Figure 5B). However, a time course experiment showed comparable MYC induction in ING4 cells at a later time point (data not shown). It is unclear whether ING4 plays a role in temporal regulation of MYC expression. Nevertheless, these results indicated that ING4 repressed basal expression of PDZK1 and TFF1, but not of MYC and PGR (Figure 5B). Although limited in scope, since both PDZK1 and TFF1 in addition to the luciferase reporter gene contain the canonical ERE sequence in their promoter regions, these findings may suggest that ING4 regulates basal expression of ER-target genes that contain ERE.

Discussion

The present study has demonstrated that ING4 inhibits estrogen-independent ER activity that sustains growth of ER+ breast cancer cells under hormone-deprived conditions. These results suggest that breast tumors that have downregulated ING4 conversely contain high estrogen-independent ER activity. Consequently, antiestrogen agents such as tamoxifen and AIs would not be effective in the treatment of ING4-low ER+ breast cancer. These findings provide a possible explanation for the previous report that breast cancer patients with ING4-low tumors recur with faster rates despite adjuvant tamoxifen therapy.23 The findings further suggest that blocking estrogen with SERM or AI is not sufficient for the treatment of ING4-low ER+
breast cancer, but selective ER degraders such as fulvestrant that facilitates ER degradation may be more effective in preventing tumor recurrence. Supportive of this idea are the recent clinical trials of fulvestrant showing improved patient survival over AI. Whether breast tumors with low ING4 levels show increased response to fulvestrant has not been determined.

The study results put forth ING4 downregulation resulting in disregulated estrogen-independent ER activity as a mechanism for antiestrogen therapy resistance. High levels of ligand-independent ER activity have been detected in AI-resistant breast cancer cells selected in vitro or in patient tumor samples collected after the treatment. These studies have suggested that ligand-independent ER activity may be an acquired trait under therapy selection. Whether increased ligand-independent ER activity in AI recurrent tumors is in part due to ING4 downregulation is not known, nor is ING4 downregulation an acquired trait under therapy selection. However, it was previously shown that ING4 expression in primary tumors could stratify recurrent patients with tamoxifen therapy, indicating that ING4 downregulation had occurred prior to tamoxifen therapy at least in this patient
cohort. These results suggest that low ING4 expression may confer intrinsic tamoxifen resistance prior to therapy and further suggest that ING4 expression in primary tumors could be used as a prognostic biomarker predictive of antiestrogen therapy response.

The molecular mechanism of ING4 downregulation in tumors is not well understood. The previous study reported that 16% of primary breast tumors harbor a single copy ING4 gene deletion, which is likely to account for low ING4 expression in a subset of tumors. Other mechanisms including epigenetic regulation of ING4 gene expression are currently unknown. Such mechanisms may be potentially targeted by pharmacological means to achieve ING4 induction in order to thereby reduce ligand-independent ER activity and prevent tumor recurrence in breast cancer.

In this study, ING4 was shown to repress the expression of selective ER-target genes, PDZK1 and TFF1, but not MYC and PGR. Whether ING4-repressed ER-target genes including PDZK1 and TFF1 play a functional role in the pathogenesis and/or therapy resistance of ER+ breast cancer is presently unclear. It is notable, however, that PDZK1 has been identified as a breast cancer susceptibility gene in genome-wide association studies. Moreover, ectopic expression of PDZK1 has been shown to increase the proliferation of MCF7 ER+ breast cancer cells in the presence or absence of estrogen, suggesting an oncogenic potential of PDZK1. Thus, repression of PDZK1 basal expression could be part of ING4’s tumor suppressive mechanism. However, PDZK1 mRNA expression levels alone did not stratify recurrent breast cancer patients with tamoxifen therapy (data not shown), indicating that PDZK1 regulation is not the sole tumor suppressor function of ING4 in breast cancer and/or therapy response.

The scope of ER-target genes that ING4 regulates is currently unclear, as several gene expression-profiling studies have not yielded a consistent model of ING4 action (S Kim, unpublished data). This is likely due to the dynamic nature of ERα transcriptional activity reported in extensive and numerous studies, identifying 300 to >1,000 estrogen-induced ER-target genes. Moreover, studies have identified diverse co-activators and repressors that interact with liganded and unliganded ERα. The exact molecular mechanism of ING4 in ERα regulation is presently unclear. ING4 and ERα did not co-immunoprecipitate, suggesting indirect and/or transient interactions if any (S Kim, unpublished data). Limited chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments showed that ERα was present on the ERE promoter sequence of the reporter construct in ING4 overexpressing cells, indicating that ING4 did not inhibit ERα binding to the genome (S Kim, unpublished data). However, whether ING4 binds to the same ERE promoter region is undetermined because no evidence is available to confirm that the ING4 antibody is capable of ChIP. Such an antibody will be a crucial reagent to decipher the ING4 mechanism.

Recent studies have also shown that unliganded ERα binds to 4,000–5,000 sites in the genome. Caizzi et al in their study demonstrated that unliganded ERα regulates ~900 genes that largely overlap with the set of estrogen-induced ER-target genes, suggesting that unliganded ERα may maintain the basal expression of estrogen-inducible ER-target genes. These results support the current study findings that basal expression of PDZK1 was effectively repressed by fulvestrant but not by tamoxifen. The current study also suggests that ING4 may play a role in the regulation of genes that contain canonical ERE in their promoter regions. To the authors’ knowledge, this study puts forth ING4 as the first negative regulator of unliganded ERα. Caizzi et al also reported that unliganded ERα regulated expression of a distinct set of genes involved in the luminal epithelial cell fate. These data would suggest that ING4 may also play a role in breast epithelial differentiation via regulation of unliganded ERα. Supportive of this, expression of a dominant negative mutant of ING4 resulted in hyperplastic abnormal ductal structure in mouse mammary glands and cooperated with the MYC oncogene to form mammary tumors. In addition, ING4 was shown to regulate gene transcription during prostate epithelial cell differentiation and that in the absence of ING4, primary prostate epithelial cells progress to cancer with additional oncogenic events. Taken together, it can be postulated that ING4 plays a broader transcriptional regulatory role in epithelial differentiation and/or maintenance, thus suppressing tumorigenesis. A more direct approach to determine ING4-target genes and/or ING4 interaction with unliganded ERα in the genome in mammary tissue development will likely clarify the roles of ING4/ERα interplay in mammary epithelial cell differentiation and breast cancer.

Finally, it is notable that low expression of ING4 has been correlated with advanced tumors, poor patient outcome, and therapy resistance in diverse cancers including glioma, head and neck squamous carcinoma, breast cancer, lung cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, prostate cancer, and multiple myeloma. These studies attest to a tumor suppressive function of ING4 in many tissue types, not all of which express ERα. Therefore, inhibition of unliganded ERα may represent
one of multiple functions of ING4. Indeed, ING4 has been shown to regulate other transcriptional programs related to p53 in DNA damage response, NFκB in tumor progression and immune response, and Myc in prostate cell differentiation and mammary tumorigenesis.\(^23\) The molecular mechanism of ING4 that enables its interactions with diverse transcriptional factors including unliganded ERα will need to be determined in order to address the fundamental function and mechanism of ING4 in normal and cancer cell development and also to explore a potential innovative strategy to treat cancer.
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